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Abstract

In this article, we have focused on one of the important aspects of the creative process and the significance of masterpiece and artistic skills. As the object of research, we have chosen the feature article “Keksa tutdagi kuz” written by the poet of Uzbekistan and Karakalpakstan, Ibraim Yusupov. We have analyzed artistic skills by means of the genre, subject, idea and image in this feature article. The prominent literary scholar, Kamal Mambetov, stated that Ibrayim Yusupov is a master of creating lyrical images. We have tried to give a theoretical and practical argument that his artistic skill as a writer and a publicist itself to be unique, high peak and school of skills.
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In the process of creation, it is determined by the relevance of the subject matter of the writer to his place in society and his reputation, the deep analysis of the facts, his art and skill, the impact on the audience as well. In this article, we want to tackle one of the most important aspects of the creative process, the significance of the artistic skill. The masterpiece is a broad concept, which, according to his literal meaning, means dexterity and workmanship (Tolkovy slovar Karakalpakskogo yazika 521). The masterpiece has a number of creative factors in it. Its scope is large.
Literary scientist Izzat Sultan opines that, “The writer's skill is the ability to find words and phrases that can convey the most accurate and most effective way of describing the subject and spiritual state of the subject” (*Adabiyot nazariyasi* 38). Furthermore, Hotam Umurov, the author of *Theory of Literature* points out that: “the writer summarizes the facts gathered on the basis of a particular idea, and enriches it with his own experience, and summarizes it in many ways” (*Adabiyot nazariyasi* 52). It is the result of proficient knowledge, hard work, research and experience.

In the creative working process, there have been set good traditions such as teacher-student and school of masterpiece and, currently, it is considered to be particular relevance to be studied. Especially, there are so many important aspects of studying the craft school of the folk poet and publicist of Uzbekistan and Karakalpakstan, Ibrayim Yusupov, is quite significant. We will not be mistaken if we say that his work “Autumn at the Old Mulberry Tree” to be a clear example of masterpiece. Feature article is a small epic form of the artistic and publicistic genre (*Adabiyotshunoslik lug‘ati* 210). In many literary books feature article has been described to have its own unique role in the classification of literary and journalistic genres.

However, according to the requirements placed on it, the documentary prevails, that is, its characters are alive and vitally important people and the events that are happening, are largely related to the ongoing reforms in society. In the *Literary Dictionary*, some contradictory insights include the following: in some publications, it is claimed that feature article by nature, can be included in literary literature, belletristics or publicity. However, in this case, the distinctive aspects between the story and feature article cannot be clarified, because some stories have featured character. Therefore, it is better to understand the concept as a genre of belletristy and publicity (*Adabiyotshunoslik lug‘ati* 211).
Thus, journalistic features of the feature article make the way to its description of the main aim. It defines the role and importance of this genre in journalism. As we have mentioned above, in order to name feature article as literary genre it is necessary to show the differentiating aspects of the story. There are many similarities between these two smaller genres. If we compare them according to the essence and requirements of the feature article, we can see that there have been used more facts in it and it is true to life. And that is exactly what it is about a genre of journalism. There are several varieties of feature article. In the book of *Journalism and Publicity* (*Jurnalistika va publitsistika* 265), feature article is divided into portraits, events, troubles, roads, and trials feature articles in terms of its form, purpose and object.

Our object is the portraits of feature article. The subject of portrait feature article is so varied and deep that we can choose them who are loyal workers and public figures who serve all aspects of society as the main character. It is more important to introduce the main hero to society and to the audience than the character’s identity. During the writing process of feature article, the author tries to make the hero’s inner world, his surroundings and his attributes as his contemporaries. It has been stated that when a social portrait of a man is discovered skillfully in the featured article, it will have a great learning force. Every image that has been discernible, makes a place in the heart of the reader, and will help him to determine his place in life. The activeness and the viciousness of a hero in feature article make a decision (*Zamon va mezon* 16). Readers can have explanations and understandings with the help of the concept of the author and the portrait. He starts to recognize him and wakes up and his kindness is awakened. In fact, the aim of the feature article is not to praise heroes, but to expose their qualities, human qualities and, most importantly, their efforts to the development of society and people.
The work “Autumn at the Old Mulberry Tree” by the publicist I. Yusupov, describes a man who fully embraces these aspects. It has been written about Seydulla bobo, a son of Murtaza, a prominent cotton-grower of the collective farm named Akhunbabayev in the Kenges region in the Republic of Karakalpakstan.

When you read the book, it appears as literary art, and when you read it again, you realize that it is talking about a particular person in life and that the truth of life is explicitly stated. Since the feature article is considered to be one of the most popular artistic publicistic genres, there is a strong link between the artistic literature and the publicist character. First of all, we have tried to clarify the inner character of the writer, and then what he says, how the creator finds his audience despite setbacks. During the study, we tried to keep in mind and analyze even the smallest theoretical elements. The first impression of a literary work can be appeared in the form and content, its first stage begins with the idea and the theme.

The theme is the essence of literary work, and the idea is the cognition or intention that determines the purpose of the subject (A’debiyat teoriyasi 54). The theme of the work is the essence of the writer's intentions to develop, as well as the key idea of the subject matter is closely linked to the idea of a great idea. The idea is rooted in the images in the art, through their actions, struggles, aspirations and desires (Adabiyoit nazariyasi 27).

The idea takes on the burden of an entire work. It is noteworthy that the feature article is called “Autumn at the Old Mulberry Tree”. The reason is that the author connects everything with the hero and all the related processes around him, even with his conclusion. Thus, the idea should open the full theme and serve to ensure its logical connection. In some literary works these two concepts define the fate of the entire masterpiece.

It is important to mention that—thanks to a single theme—the author has a strong talent. This requires a high level of experience and skill. In “Autumn at the Old Mulberry Tree” the subject is of a great deal, and now we learn how the idea opens it. It is evident from
each work of the writer that “it is a skill for Ibraim Yusupov to create an artistic image to the entire living and lifeless nature” (*Ha'zirgi* 40).

The masterpiece cannot be created without imagination as the potential and the potential of the image is wide. Image is created by using impressive words, a strong feeling, and an expression of opinions, which reflects the manifestations of human beings, their imaginations, their morals, and features of their character. The idea of the work is revealed with the help of these images. The first expressions of creating characters are a portrait and landscape.

Portrait is the appearance of any hero. Landscape is nature. The portrait and the landscape are juxtaposed. That means that, first of all, you come to know how the person looks (*A'debiyat teoriyasi* 65-67). The subject and the idea of the work itself illustrates the use of portraits and landscaping in image formulation. The skill of writer's ability to reveal his character to the audience, and the realistic and vitality of what he describes, define the success of his work. In this regard, every single sentence he uses shows that the publicist is always in search.

The author portrays the character of the hero in a special unusual way. We can learn this from the following examples:

On the apperance of Seydulla Baba there is no indication that he is different from other elderly people. On the contrary, his appearance in the sun is sunburn, and his mustache and eyebrows that we do not yet see are old.

*G’arri tuttag’i gu’z 5*

It is expressed as the following in Uzbek:

Сейдулла бобонинг бўйида уни бошка кексалардан ўзгача етиб кўрсатиб турадиган ҳеч қандай белгиси йўқдек. Аксинча унинг қуёшдан кўйган юз кўриниши, сергак тортган қадди-басти, ҳали кексаликнинг кирови
The creator will introduce us to our hero, as he looks at the best tariffs. The description, “his appearance in the sun is sunburn, and his mustache and eyebrows that is not old enough” (G’arri tuttag’i gu’z 5) shows particular hero, and that he is a simple man, in the labor-power of his village. The landscape below illustrates the extent to which the artist understands the nature of the vision,

Autumn is pouring its color on the fields, the golden yellow ornaments on fruit trees. In this color, the farmer's eyes read the joyful words “it is riped”! The autumn is like a flaming rainbow, with a silver laughter showing pearl cotton teeth, and white foothills of the mountain.... (G’arri tuttag’i gu’z 6)

In Uzbek language we can see that it has a little difference in the translation:

Куз далаларга, мева дарахтларига ўзининг олтин сариқ буёғини сўркамокда. Бу рангдан деҳкон кўзи «пишди!» деган кувончли сўзларни ўқийди. Куз гоҳи чираси тўлиб тўрлакан гулобидек чирт-чиртлайди, гоҳи пахта гўзаларининг марварид тишларини кўрсатиб кумуш кулгу билан кўлади, гоҳи тог етагида ок булутлар каби пунктерларда кирмон бўлиб кўтарилиб ётади…. (G’arri tuttag’i gu’z 6)

The creator draws the autumn painting, which is the golden chapter of nature, by painting the landscape with a great skill. He tries to express the autumn and his genuine beauty through artistic means, such as, the autumn a floral furrow, the cotton pitching, as “laughing with silver laughter showing gems”, orchard at points, like “white clouds in the foothills of the mountain” (G’arri tuttag’i gu’z 6).

Through the landscape, the character of the heroes can also be adjusted to the surroundings. In the example below, we see that the mood of people is naturally related to the
nature: “autumn leaves the orchards on the fruit trees. In this color, the farmer's eyes read the joyful words “it is riped!” (G’arri tuttag’i gu’z 6).

When you read the feature article you feel the breath of the writer. We can connect this with the author’s words. “The author's words are in any artistic work. Literary works cannot be created without this. Because the events in the book are bounded by the author’s words” (A’debiyat teoriyasi 77). The writer expresses his hero as in his imagination and mind. For instance,

But when he got to know it, it was not difficult for him to realize that this man's old-fashioned coat was in a state of collective labor, and that he was in awe of the highest human qualities. I thought, “The truth is the hero of the poem,” and what he carried from his elderly village to his hands was his pure heart. (G’arri tuttag’i gu’z 7)

In order to show his distinctive heroic character from others, the publicist speaks about the indispensable features of his hero, for instance, the publicist wrote about Seydulla, “this man's old-fashioned coat was in a state of collective labor, and that he was in awe of the highest human qualities” (G’arri tuttag’i gu’z 7) of course, such information will greatly assist in explaining the character.

It is possible to call it differently, that is, the audience is not interested in the work if individual situations have not been expressed. Individual events or individual features of the character not only reveal the difference, but also give opportunity to write original masterpiece. We may cite an example:

When Seydulla grandfather moved his horse and tried to pick up cotton, it was left a little to the sunset. We talk about the past and the days while harvesting cotton. It seemed to him that he had nothing to say. I also wanted to know his
past and the way of his life, but grandfather did stop talking about today.

(G’arri tuttag’i gu’z 7)

In Uzbek language, we can see that in the following:

Сейдулла бобо эшшагини ўрнидан силжитиб, теримга шишлоқ килганида куёш ботишига оркон бўйи колган эди. Биз пахта териб ўтган-кетканлардан гаплашамиз. Унинг гапга хуши йўқдек кўринди. Men unинг ўткан хаёт йўлини хам билгим келади, бобо бўлса бугунги кун ҳакида гапиришдан ортмасди. (G’arri tuttag’i gu’z 7).

In the example above, it was used to reveal the individual features of Seydulla grandfather.

We may cite another extract,

Shamurat and Seydulla are the famous collectors of the Akhunbabayev collective farm of the Kenges district, those who are old and show great examples to young people with working hard, have instilled in me a warm feeling ... (G’arri tuttag’i gu’z 5)

In Uzbek language we can see that in the following, “Шамурат ва Сейдулла Кенес тумани Ахунбабаев номидаги колхознинг атокли пахтакорлари, кариганда мехнат билан ёшариф, ёшларга намуна бўлайтиган бу ажойиб инсонлар қалбимда иллилик уйғотди…” (G’arri tuttag’i gu’z 5). The writer demonstrates his mastery over expression, his personality, his imagination, and feelings of the hero through the artistic skill.

“One of the cornerstones of creating character is to use the details. Detail is a piece of art, and it is closer to the “subtle representation of objects” (A’debiyat teoriyasi 78). A small detail can serve as an opening of the entire work, and in some cases, it may be in the center of the main focus.

The subject of the work is “Autumn at the old mulberry tree”, of course, here a question may be arisen, what it has to do with Seydulla grandfather. The detail that we are
looking for is the old mulberry tree. The following is an example of how the author skillfully used details to describe the life in the village, to think about life, to explain the value of old age, human intelligence, and labor. We can see this in the following examples in Uzbek language:

Икки звено оралигида, бригада қирмөнининг ортида ҳайбатли кекса тут дарахти ўсди. У бир илдиздан жуфт бўлиб чиқиб, биргиб ўсган, ён бағри қалин чўп. Кекса тут чамол йўлида туриб, қанчадан-қанча қаҳратон кишининг бўронига дуч келганлигиндан бўлса керак, чоклар эртакларда тасвирланадиган бургул ин қилган қўрқинчли дарахт бутокларидек кийчиқ, чирмалиб, ҳаммаси бир томонга эңгашган. «Оз йил илгари экилган» дейичади, қишлоқ одалимлари...

Куёш қалин кора толларнинг орқасиға беркингани мен Сейдулла оғанинг пахта мойдонлари тарафға ўтиб бораётиб, шу кекса тутнинг бўйида колган бир вактлардаги совуқ тушли савлат нишонларини кўриб, хаёт ҳакида хаёл сурдим (G’arri tattag’i gu’z 6).

We cannot but admire the truth of the author's truth. An old man tells about his painful traces, from the bitter past of the old gray-haired image. In his fate, he described the triumphant days of the human beings, the memorable memories and its effects through artistic means. In contrast to this detail, the author points out the hero's image as well as the insights into the unchanging principle of life. In addition, genre of the feature article, theme, idea and image is a proven fact that the artist possesses advanced skills. In addition, in the work Seydulla grandmother, and also his wife, Begzada, the crew of the brigade Qatira, the character of a prominent Uzbek cotton founder Shamurat Musaev were also skillfully exposed.
In conclusion, these examples illustrate that the author has the ability to choose the character and the ability to choose the right one. In fact, the human personality and conduct are influenced by some of its surroundings. He has made a great contribution to the formation of a real person in all aspects of Seydulla grandfather, who has turned his life into a life-cycle of honesty.

Understanding Seydulla grandfather's compassion for the land, his eagerness to work, his honesty, and the high humanistic qualities of his character, his words and his attitude toward the anthers, are expressed in the writer's words: here is the hero of a real poem (G’arri tuttag’i gu’z 5).

In fact, intelligence and labor are the great beliefs given to us by life. It is a good thing to be remembered and admired, even years after years. He gives eternal life to the human being.

We would say that creativity might have two lives. Notwithstanding the fact that Ocherk publishes the youngsters in his earlier life, that is, the social media of 1956, heroes in it, the workplace, and ideas have not had lost the essence yet. It is likely written for today's hero. The prominent literary scholar, Kamal Mambetov stated: “Ibraim Yusupov is a master of creating lyrical images” (A’debiyat teoriyasi 43).

Thus, we have tried to analyze certain aspects of the fact that his talent, artistic skills as a writer, a publicist and a journalist is a great masterpiece.
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